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MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
FLIGHT CERTIFICATION DEFINITION
THE METHODOLOGY AND PROCESS BY WHICH WE





• SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT TEST
[. SYSTEM CERTIFICATION TEST ]
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https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19910018936 2020-03-19T17:28:02+00:00Z
NASA CURRENT ROCKET ENGINE CERTIFICATION
PROCESS
PSU













• NO INDUSTRY/GOVERNMENT WIDE RECOGNIZED RULES/REQUIREMENTS
- RULES AND REQUIREMENTS SET BY INDIVIDUAL AGENCIES
AND BY INDIVIDUAL PROGRAMS WITHIN AGENCIES
- PROCESSES ARE HISTORICALLY BASED AND HEURISTIC
• HEAVILY DEPENDENT ON EXPENSIVE AND TIME CONSUMING TEST PROGRAMS
• NO QUANTIFICATION OF ENGINE RELIABILITY
• LIT[LE CERTIFICATION AT COMPONENT LEVEL
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• ,7-2 THROTTLED MIXTURE RATIO BETWEEN 4.5 TO 5.5
RL-IO THROTTLED MIXTURE RATIO BETWEEN 4.3 TO 5.7
** BURNER PRESSURE
J MIXTURE RATIO IS 6.0 FOR SIIUTTLE CENTAUR
+ TYPICAL FIGHTER ENGINE
÷+ EQUILVALENT Imp Z CRUISE POWER 64 SEC AIR AND FUEL, 5100 SEC FUEL ONLY



























































• S-IVB Stage (First Burn i Restart)







- 3 SIGMA LEVEL












































4 X DSL * *















NOTESz (*) NO SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENT
DSL - DESIGN SERVICE LIFE
(1} JET DESIGNED - 10 MILLION CYCLES FOR FERROUS ALLOY PARTS









COHPONEHT PROOF PRESSURE TEST8
CONPONEHT SPIN TESTS
COMPONENT TESTING DURING DEVELOPHENT
SUBSYSTEM OPERATIONAL VERIFICATION
SUBSYSTEM TESTING DURING DEVELOPMENT
NOTE | (1) ALL P,AJOR COMPONENTS
(2) CRITICAL COHPOHENT8


















































SYSTEM LEVEL DEVELOPMENT TESTS
TEST PERFORMED
SYSTEM UtV|L DYNAMIC TESTS
SYSTEM LEVEL DURABILITY TESTS
SYSTEM LEVEL THERMAL TEST8
SYSTEN LEVEL OPERATIONAL VERIFICATION
SYSTEM LEVEL NARGIN TESTS
OTHER 8YSTEN LEVEL TEST8
SYSTEM LEVEL TESTING PRIOR TO FLIGi_
SSHE P-I J-2 JET
X X X
X X X X
(4) X X X
x x x x
X X X X
(3) (S)









NOTE Z (I) CAPAnT,vq_¥.._..,rip_._..,...=e.U_.TUZ_ !NJEST OE_ECTS_ AND TO CONTAIN FAILURES ARE ALSO VERIFIED
(2) ENGINE STORAGE CAPABILITY IS EVALUATED
(3) THERMAL PROTECTIOH SYSTEM THERMAL TEST
(4) PART OF VEHICLE SYSTEM TESTS
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CERTIF ICAT ION/QUAL IF ICAT ION TESTS
TEST &TTRI BUTR
IflJHBER OF TESTS REQUIRED






















































• ROCKET ENGINE AND DEVELOPMENT AND CERTIFICATION PROCESS IS
"DESIGN-TEST-FAIL-FIX" UNTIL SYSTEM IS CONSIDERED MATURE ENOUGH TO FLY
• FORMAL CERTIFICATION TEST PROGRAMS ARE AIMED AT DEMONSTRATING DESIGN
MATURITY AND OPERATIONAL READINESS
• CONFIDENCE TO FLY IS GAINED THROUGH:
- APPLICATION OF HEURISTIC RULES
- HI5TORICALLY BASED FACTORS OF SAFETY IN DESIGN
- ACCEPTED DESIGN PRACTICES
- DEVELOPHENT TEST OF COHPONENT5o 5UBSYSTEH5 AND 5YSTEH
(NOT REQUIRED TO BE FINAL FLIGHT DESIGN)
- AS WELL AS FINAL FLIGHT DESIGN IN CERTIFICATION TE5T SERIES
CERTIFICATION TEST SERIES TYPICALLY SUPPORTS A DEMONSTRATED RELIABILITY
ON THE ORDER OF 70 TO 80% (AT LOW CONFIDENCE) FOR FLIGHT USE
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WORKING LIST OF IDEAL CHARACTERISTICS FOR SPACE BASING
(PRELIMINARY)
• NO LEAKAGE ALLOWED
• NO ENGINE PURGES
• NO ENGINE PRECONDITIONING
• NO EXTERNAL FLUIDS OTHER THAN PROPELLANTS
• NO MATERIAL DEGRADATION DUE TO SPACE EXPOSURE
• NO "HANDS-ON" INSPECTION OF THE HAROWARE PRE/POST FIRING
• VERIFIABLE HEALTH MONITORING CAPABILITY AND RESPONSE
• REMOVABLE AND MAINTAINABLE AT SOME LEVEL ON-ORBIT
• HIGH RELIABILITY
• NO SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE
• RECONFIGURATION STRATEGY DURING FIRING IF NECESSARY
CHALLENGE: WHAT WILL BE REQUIRED TO CERTIFY A REUSABLE,
SPACE-BASED ENGINE AND PROPULSION SYSTEM FOR FLIGHT USE?
NASA
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DEVELOPMENT MANUFACTURING & CERTIFICATION
CERTIFICATION OBJECTIVES
PSU
ESTABLISH A METHODOLOGY WHICH
- DEHNES JUSTIFIABLE REQUIREMENTS
- QUANTIHES ENGINE RELIABILITY
- MINIMIZES REQUIRED TESTING
VERIFY THE METHODOLOGY BY EXPERIMENT
ESTABLISH REQUIRMENTS FOR SPACE BASE
ENGINE CERTIFICATION
APPLY THE METHODOLOGY TO ENGINES FOR SEI
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PROPOSED ACTIONS/PROGRAMS
• PERFORM A SURVEY OF METHODS, TOOLS, AND DATA
APPLICABLE TO CERTIFICATION
• DEFINE A NEW METHODOLOGY FOR CERTIFICATION
• DEVELOP TOOLS TO SUPPORT METHODOLOGY
• VERIFY TOOLS AND METHODOLOGY BY TEST
• DEFINE REQUIREMENTS FOR SPACE BASED CERTIFICATION
Space Transportation Propulsion Technology Symposium




JET PROPULSION LABORATORY CERTIFICATION
METHODOLOGY STUDIES
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER CERTIFICATION
METHODOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
SAE - Gll RC LIQUID ROCKET ENGINE
CERTIFICATION SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE
RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY, AND
SUPPORTABILITY COMMITTEE
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